
 

 

 

Tutorial – End+continue in commands 
How to use End+continue for different types of commands 
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Introduction  

 
Each command (e.g. input of a beam, definition of a support, etc.) must be finished and started 
again when the user wants e.g. to insert a member with different properties than the previous 
member(s). From now on this is not necessary. It is possible to insert a member with different 
properties within one run of the command using “End+continue” functionality. 
 
For example: 

1) The user starts the command to insert a beam with cross-section CS1 

2) “End+continue” is used during the command – the already defined beams are confirmed and 
the command remains “open” 

3) The user changes in properties the cross-section from CS1 to CS2 

4) The user continues with the command for beams (with cross-section CS2) 

5) As a result, there are beams with CS1 and CS2 created in one command 
 
Advantage of “End+continue”: 

� One command for more different entities 

� Less clicking 

� More fluent work 

� Faster work 
 
 
 
“End+continue” can be used for different types of inserting commands – structure, lines, 
dimension lines, member data, etc. 
 
When “End+continue“ button is inactive during inserting then it is not possible to use it in that 
particular case. This can happen mostly for member data (steel, concrete …) because of 
complex dialogue and sub-dialogue cooperation. 
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How to use End+continue in command for inserting structure 

Insert members with different cross-section in one command 
1) Open the project “end+continue.esa”. 

2) Switch to the Structural service. 

3) Start command for inserting a member with the default properties. 

 

4) Insert two members in the project. 

 

5) Members are still red. Now click the “End+continue“ button on the “fast toolbar” at the bottom 
of the 3D window. See the picture below. 
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6) Members get their shape and rendered edges (as rendering is switched ON in the 
“apply.esa” project). They are inserted to the project with CS1. Now it is possible to change 
the properties. Change the cross-section from CS1 to CS2.  

 

 
 

7) Immediately start inserting a new member into the 3D window. The new member is inserted 
with different cross-section – CS2. 
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8) End command for input of members by double-ESC. There are 3 members in the project 
and one has different cross-section. 

 

� Note 

When some properties are changed without using the “End+continue“ button, all the 
previously inserted members are affected by this change. In our case all members would be 
inserted with CS2. 
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Insert plates with different thickness in one command 
1) Start to insert a plate in the “end+continue.esa” project with the default properties. 

 

2) Insert one plate, notice that during inserting the polygon (polygon has blue colour) the 
“End+continue“ is button inactive. The “End+continue“ button can be used only after creating 
a plate (after end polygon command, this can be made by one ESC or the “End” button in 
the context menu). 
The inactive “End+continue” button is shown in the picture below: 
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3) End inserting the polygon by one ESC. When the plate is still red, click the “End+continue“ 
button – this time use context menu. 

  

4) The plate is now inserted with the default thickness in the properties. Now it is possible to 
change the thickness for the next plate. 

 

5) Change thickness from 200mm to 500mm and start immediately inserting the next plate into 
the 3D window.  

 

6) End inserting by double ESC after creating the second plate. 
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7) The new plate is inserted with the thickness value 500mm. 
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How to use End+continue during load inserting 

Insert loads with different value 
1) Create a new load case in the project. 

2) Select function Line force on beam. 

 

3) Start the command with the default properties. Insert force on beam B1. 

 

4) When the force is inserted (by selecting B1) and becomes red, the “End+continue“ button is 
activated. 
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5) Click the “End+continue“ button. The first force becomes green. Change the force to 5kN. 
A new force with value 5kN can be inserted. 

 

6) Insert a new force on B2. 
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7) End the function by one ESC. 

8) The whole example is stored in project “end+continue_finished.esa”. 


